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FILMLAKERS 
Competition for young film-makers 
5th edition 
COMO, LANDSCAPE TOWN 
7 days, 7 districts, 7 crews 
22-28 July 2019 
 
COMPETITION NOTICE AND REGULATION 2019 
 
PROMOTERS AND PERIOD 
LAKE COMO FILM FESTIVAL, committed to spread film culture, organizes the 5th 
edition of the FILMLAKERS contest, dedicated to the works of young authors. 
FILMAKERS will see each crew involved in the territory from July 22nd until the 
evening ceremony of July 28th 2019. 
 
GOALS 
FILMLAKERS was born with the purpose of encourage a dialogue between different 
cultural realities, authors and new stories to give extra value to the natural, 
architectural and human heritage of Como. In this way we want to lay the 
foundations for an active awareness of the population on the different impacts that 
cinema can have as a means of promoting tourism and culture. Each movie must 
bring out, first of all, a strong connection to the territory, to value the landscape and 
the human resources in the same area. 
At the end of the production period the short films, set in the districts of Como, must 
be completed. 
 
CREWS’ SELECTION CRITERIA 
The organization will select the crews after reviewing the showreels received no later 
than midnight of June 30th 2019. The showreels must be loaded on 
YouTube or Vimeo channels and the link must be sent together with the registration 
form. 



GENERAL CONDITIONS 
1. Each participant must show up in Como no later than 11:00 AM on July 22th 2019. 
The penalty for not showing up on time will be the exclusion from the competition. 
More details on the meeting place will be mailed to the selected crews. 
3. Each crew must be composed by THREE people. 
4. Insurance costs (not compulsory) are participants’ responsibility. The organization 
is committed to take care and preserve all films that the crews will produce, but it 
does not assume any responsibility for any theft, damage or loss. 
5. The maximum age of the participants must be 29 years old. 
6. The crews must personally provide the technical equipment. Any camera format is 
allowed as long as the crew is able to edit and hand over the movies in .mov or .avi 
format after the 168 hours of competition. 
7. Como is a small town, but if crews want a car or any other private transportation 
they must have their own. 
8. Any travel and logistics costs will be paid by the participants. 
9. Each crew will be assigned to one of the 7 districts of Como. 
10. The finished works must be delivered definitively not later than 11.00 am on 
Sunday, July 28th 2019  
11. Crews will have 168 hours to shoot a fiction or documentary product. Movies 
will be screened and awarded on July 28th, 2019, during the final show of 
FILMLAKERS. 
12. The selected crews will have to pay a deposit of 99€ within 7 days from the 
notification of successful selection by the organization. The deposit will be 
ENTIRELY returned at the end of the competition. The data for the payment will be 
communicated after selection. In case of a no-show, the deposit will be retained by 
the organization of the Festival. 
13. The short films must have a maximum duration of 8 minutes (including extras: 
soundtrack, credits, logos etc). 
14. Each crew are warmly invited to use local people as actors and added staff to the 
crew. Despite this, crews will be able to contact actors and/or workers, also through 
the Lake Como Film Festival organization. Our association might provide the crews a 
list of actors/actresses to contact. 
15. Each movie must be free from music and image rights (including the image 
reproduction right of the actors). In addition, each participant (actor) must provide a 
signed release form (the master file of this form will be given to the crews at the first 
meeting on July 22nd). 
16. The festival (producer and distributor) reserves the right to use the short films for 
the promotion of the future competitions: they will be collected and uploaded to the 
Lake Como Film Festival YouTube channel. 
17. Each crew must insert LCFF logo, the FILMLAKERS logo, the Municipality of 
Como logo in the credits as well as any logo of host structures etc. 
18. Equipment for filming and post-production will not be provided on site by the 
institution organizer, therefore each crew will have to bring its own editing and 
audio-video equipment. 
19. The Municipality of Como will provide accommodation and half board service 
(breakfast and meals in partner restaurants) for each participant for seven nights, as 
well it will provide basic facilities in the area (electricity, Wi-Fi connection and a 



person available to be contacted by the crews to obtain logistical information and 
useful contacts). 
20. Lake Como Film Festival’s staff will be visiting each set of the different 
productions to realize a backstage video, including small interviews, and to verify the 
smooth running of the shooting. 
21. Other specific conditions will be communicated during the first meeting. 
22. The Festival Management can make decisions related to a subject not included 
in this regulation. 
23. The judgment of the jury is unquestionable. 
24. In case of a legal dispute, the competent court is Como. 
25. The request for admission to the Festival implies the unconditional acceptance of 
the present Regulation. 
 
The different municipal areas will be assigned by lottery to the crews the morining of 
July 22nd 2019. More details will be provided during the same meeting. 
The neighborhoods correspond to the following legend: 
1. Como Centro Storico  
2. Villa Olmo 
3. Borgovico and Como San Giovanni  
4. Como Borghi and Sant’Abbondio  
5. Via Leoni and Caserme 
6. Garzola and Civiglio 
7. Sant’Agostino

 



Movies will be evaluated by a professionals’ jury that will award a prize of 1500€, 
taking into consideration the following features: 
- enhancement of the territory and emphasis on its peculiarities; 
- active involvement of the host community; 
- acting and interpreting of actors; 
- writing creativity; 
- technical and formal quality; 
- originality of the narrative and of the film genre. 
The jury may also assign, at its own discretion, special mentions (best 
script, best actor...). The judgment of the jury is unquestionable. 
There will also be another prize of 1500€ from the popular jury (the audience 
attending the final show). 
 

MATERIAL TO ATTACH, PENALTY THE EXCLUSION FROM THE COMPETITION 

- Registration form properly completed. 

- Link to a single showreel with participants' works (youtube or vimeo). 

- A photo for each participant of the crew. 

 

All the requested material is to be sent TO ALL these e-mail addresses: 

info@lakecomofilmfestival.com; 

filmlakers@lakecomofilmfestival.com; 

filmlakers2019@gmail.com.  
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FILMLAKERS - Competition for young film-makers - 5th edition 
 
APPLICATION FORM  
 
Crew name …………………………………………………………………………………. 
Crew origin............................................................................................................... 
 
Partecipant#1 (Crew leader)................................................................................ 
Born in …………………………………………. 
on………………………………………………..  
living in  ......................................................................................................................... 
Phone…………………………………………   email………………………………………. 
biography.......................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................... 
 
Partecipant#2…………………….................................................................................. 
Born in ………………………………………………………………...………………………. 
on………………………………………………..  
living in  ......................................................................................................................... 
Phone…………………………………………   email………………………………………. 
biography.......................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................................... 
 
Partecipant#3…………………….................................................................................. 
Born in ………………………………………………………………...………………………. 
on………………………………………………..  
living in  ......................................................................................................................... 
Phone…………………………………………   email………………………………………. 
biography.......................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................... 
 

 

 

Signature of the crew leader___________________________ 



Pursuant to Legislative Decree 196/2003, submitting this form you are authorizing 

the processing of personal data indicated in the data sheet accession.  

The data collected through the compilation of the participation form will be treated 
by "Associazione Lago di Como Film Festival" for institutional activities and will be 
used by the Festival office for information purposes by sending communications. 
In this regard the Lago di Como Film Festival association wishes to inform that each 
person interested in the processing can exercise the rights provided by the privacy 
code, with particular reference to the possibility of knowing the nature and type of the 
data in possession by the association, to be able to request their integration or 
rectification, as well as to be able to exercise, at any time, the right to object to the 
processing and receipt of communications via e-mail, with the consequent request 
for data deletion. 
 
It also grants authorization to transmit the aforementioned data to other different 
subjects from the Lago di Como Film Festival Association and from the locations 
affected by the shooting, provided whether it be film festivals, television 
broadcasters, film producers and other organizations connected to television and 
cinema, potentially interested in learning about them. 
YES ☐    NO☐ 
 
He declares to fully accept the rules of the competition announcement attached to 
this form of adhesion. 
YES ☐    NO☐ 
 
SIGNATURE_____________________________ DATE ______________________ 
 

 


